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Details of Visit:

Author: Nevan
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 19 Dec 2015 7:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 450
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hamiltons Of London Escorts Agency
Website: http://www.hamiltonsescorts.com/gallery.htm
Phone: 02071600277

The Premises:

The venue for the incall location is opulent. Very modern, classy and clean apartment in Mayfair,
opposite the Ritz Hotel. Excellent shower and facilities.

The Lady:

An attractive young woman, petite in stature, with a slender figure, long, jet black hair and dark doe
like eyes. Although clearly born in the UK has a mild, exotic appearance. Photos give you an
accurate representation of the lady in person.

The Story:

Although Amber is a very attractive young woman, I feel the need to give an accurate account of my
experience. She is very eloquent in her manner of speaking but I had a very disappointing
encounter and experience.

It has become clear and apparent that there is a divide of opinions on Amber. She seems to have a
way of being a double edged sword. She is quite a variable, she can be a reasonably attentive GFE
experience as one other reviewer has sugguested, or she can seem to be a bit conceited and
pretentious with a rude and abrupt mannerism, mistaken for confidence and self assurance on her
part. The conversation was pleasant in parts but unfortunately that is where the positives end.

I had an underwhelming experience, where she didn't really appear to seem fully engaged and
lacked that seamless skill of really making the encounter feel that you were spending quality GFE
time with a companion. She seemed reluctant to engage in much, perhaps she is simply content
with small talk, light lingering kisses and having the upmost attention focused on her.

She doesn't really possess the qualities or attritubes of an exceptional GFE companion and her
brisk and abrupt mannerisms gave me the impression that she's in this game purely for financial
reasons rather than focusing on being compassionate and excelling in a GFE towards her client.
The focus on putting her efforts in making the encounter feel like a memorable and wonderful GFE
was evidently lacking.

It is for the reasons above that I cannot personally recommend seeing Amber. Others might see her
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and have a different opinion but I was left feeling disappointed and upset after my experience.
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